
 

 

Do You Fear Success? 
 
 
 
 

Hi! I'm Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz. 
 
Today, I want to ask you a question. DO YOU FEAR SUCCESS?  
 
A lot of people fear failure, but never identify that they actually feel 
success. 
 
I wanted to share with you three things that you may be doing that may 
identify that you are fearful of success because if you are we need to get 
over that fear. We need to release that, but let's identify it first. 
 
Firstly, you might have disruptive habits. 
 
You may be doing things to sabotage your success. You may be spending 
money when you don't need to; buying things that you don't need and 
behaving in a way that will create a lower level of success. 
 
The second thing is you may be in procrastination.  
 
You may be procrastinating all day, thinking, “I should do this, and I should 
do that.” 
 
“I've got to do this. I've got a lot to do.”  
 
but actually do nothing. 
 
I say quite often that you can be on the rocking horse all day rocking but 
going nowhere and so sometimes we look very busy when we're in 
procrastination. 
 
The third thing is the negative self-talk. 
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What are you actually saying to yourself, “I’ll wait until tomorrow.”  
“It doesn't really matter if I don't make that million dollars. I'll do it next 
year.”  
“It's too late now to get started.” 
“I'm too old.”  
“I'm too young.”  
 
All of these are negative self-talk. 
 
Really check in with yourself and ask yourself what are you telling yourself 
quietly inside your head?  
 
If you have disruptive habits, or procrastination, or negative self-talk, you 
may have a fear of success. 
 
Now you might be saying, “Sharon, what do I do about that?” 
 
It's easy to release negative emotions. Fear is one of them.  
 
If you come to me in my SMJ Coaching Program, I always cover off on 
anger, sadness, fear, hurt, and guilt, making sure all of the unwarranted 
negative emotions have gone. 
 
If you're wanting to move forward, be successful, get rid of some fear, 
anger, sadness, hurt, and guilt, whatever it may be for you, reach out. If 
it's not to me, reach out to a great coach who has the appropriate 
modalities to help you release that.  
 
Once you do, your success will come in abundance and you'll be able to 
move forward very very quickly, so check in with yourself if you have any 
of those three and or all those three, reach out. get some help and start 
moving forward into your amazing life. 
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If you'd like to talk to me, just click on the link below and I'll have a chat 
with you and see what's going on and see if we can work together. 
 
https://hypnosis.smjcoachinginstitute.com/ 
 
If you know of someone who may want to release negative emotions, 
procrastination, or has a lot of negative self-talk, please share this video 
with them because I want to help as many people as I can, and I would 
love your help to do that. 

I'm Sharon Jurd and I'll talk soon 
 

 

https://hypnosis.smjcoachinginstitute.com/

